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Mining Guild

Mining Guild
The Mining Guild is a business based primarily in the New Dusk Conclave Formed in YE 41, that deals
exclusively with mining and everything to do with that profession. In order to honor the New Dusk
Conclave originally, the Mining Guild had the New Dusk Conclave as part of its name, but while it does
have locations on the capital world of Sirris VI it is not controlled by the government

About Mining Guild
The Mining Guild was created to ﬁll a need that the New Dusk Conclave would soon ﬁnd itself needing, in
order to produce the metallic materials for the shipyards to produce ships, for their vehicles, and various
other items of metal, and for the Jewelry stores to create their Jewelry from the gems that were mined.
By creating the Guild and creating their own mines, they cut the cost of imports from the other
Governments that neighbored the NDC.
Formed in YE 41, after Nyx Pine’s activation, and her seeking out a means to help her father and uncle's
government, the Gynoid Princess encountered twins Astrid and Aeta Kurosaki.
Their encounter with Nyx Pine ﬁlled an important need, namely the backing of the royal family, or at least
one of them. With Nyx at their back, they began forming the Mining Guild, gathering the personnel
chosen from the willing and able, from Refugees as they had been to to additional other Personnel, such
as Yamatai expats alike, including a robot workforce.
Nyx and Aeta came up with ideas in order to help them like the Mineral scanner, in order to detect the
speciﬁc minerals which made the work much easier. They also made an agreement, that if they found a
deposit that measured up to a typical home, they could individually keep it, but anything bigger than that
was for The New Dusk Conclave to use as they wished, and they had to make sure that they were ﬁnding
deposits for the New Dusk Conclave.
Motto
“From dusk we'll dig, for inside every world is the sun of a new dawn.”

General Information
Here is some General Information
Mining Guild
CEO
Astrid and Aeta Kurosaki, Nyx Pine
Faction
New Dusk Conclave
Product Symbol
MG
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Additional pages
In this small section are links to additional pages that belong to the Mining Guild.
Mining Guild Company Operations
Mining Operations

Headquarters
The Main Headquarters is a large building in the downtown Obsidian City, close to the middle of the City
itself. The Headquarters holds the oﬃces of the CEO, COO as well as Nyx’s oﬃce, which is mainly used as
the oﬃce of the Royal Representative while Nyx is elsewhere. These are on the 4th ﬂoor while the 2
below the third was classroom-style rooms for new employee training to prepare themselves for the work
they were about to undergo. The Third ﬂoor is a sort of recreation type break room for the employee,
which were the Kurosaki twins, and the receptionists and teachers, as well as those Employees who
happen to be there.
The receptionists sit at the front on the ﬁrst ﬂoor, registering new Employees, greeting them, and so on.
Astrid can be found in the top oﬃces, while her sister Aeta can be found in the Mines. Both make sure
things are running smoothly.

Facilities
The Facilities of the Mining Guild are largely the mines themselves, but there are locations near the
entrance and random tunnels that have bathroom facilities, as well as a mess hall ﬁlled with food and
water for the Miners to consume as well as places to purchase drinks for later use.
Some facilities are the Reﬁneries to process their ore to metals and their gem ore to gems, and they
have Water Tankers for their water concerns
the ones in-charge are listed among Mining Operations

Products
The Mining Guild produces a vast quantity of reﬁned metals and gemstones for a variety of future
creations, whether that be Starships, buildings for cities, or vehicles. But this production isn’t quite
limited to those, thanks to a periodical partnership with the Department of Engineering, they can also
produce technology for their own use, and for the rest of the New Dusk Conclave.
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Selling
Below is a list of the gems that are mined and eventually sold to their partners.
Item
per Money
Jeremejevite
carat 1,500KS
Blue garnet
carat 1,500KS
Taaﬀeite
carat 2,000KS
Black Opal
carat 2,000KS
Demantoid Garnet carat 2,000KS
Poudretteite
carat 3,000KS
Benitoite
carat 3,000-4000KS
Sapphires
carat 4,000-6,000KS
Musgravite
carat 6,000KS
Emerald
carat 8,000KS
Red Beryl
carat 10,000KS
Alexandrite
carat 10,000KS
Paraiba Tourmaline carat 12,000KS
Diamond
carat 15,000KS
Ruby
carat 15,000KS
Jadeite
carat 20,000KS
Grandidierite
carat 20,000+
Red Diamond
carat 1,000,000+
Painite
carat 200KS
Serendibite
carat 50KS

Deals and Treaty
The Mining Guild is a corporation that began in the New Dusk Conclave since then it has begun to create
Mines for their Miners to work in and make money for the production but also Partners, Partnering up
with organizations to make more money.
Currently, the Partners are below
The Mining Guild has come to the Department Of Engineering (D.O.E.) for their technology needs,
of course, it has helped that the tech came from the metal that the Guild has mined.
The guild also has a partner in Black Wing Enterprises who sells their technology as well as
additional items.
Potential Partners
so far the Mining Guild has only purchased items they need from the Galactic Horizon, but
considering that both corps were created on worlds of the New Dusk conclave and their
predecessors, The Mining Guild is hoping to partner up some time with them too.
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Buying
Here are items that they have purchased for use.
Item
cost
S6-MWS1-MAVERICK
600 DS (300 KS)
S6-P1
600 DS
Cold Climate Suit
150 KS
Bubble Blower Grenade
500 KS
URSA Armoured Transport Unit 100,000 KS
S6-HPT "Dragon's Breath"
4,000 DS

OOC Notes
Charaa created this article on 2019/08/24 17:22.
The Mining Guild can be contacted through the New Dusk Conclave's mail system, as well as Subspace
communications, and any other way like most other Corperations, though it is best to contact them after
9 am Sirris VI time
Approved by Ametheliana November 19 2019
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Some of the information about the gemstones sold was found here Gemstones, unfortunately no sites
found could detail the cost to sell reﬁned Metal or the ore
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